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As winter turned to spring, Dying With
Dignity Canada emerged not only as a
formidable agent of change, but also as
a rock for Canadians looking to exercise
their legal right to assisted dying. In the
process, we caught an unexpected glimpse
into the future of our work in ensuring
fair access to medical assistance in dying
in the post-Bill C-14 era. Our greatest
opportunities to serve, we ultimately
learned, still lay ahead.

A fateful decision

Toronto physician Dr. Brett Belchetz (left), DWDC CEO Shanaaz Gokool (centre) and
Barb Brzezicki react to the tabling of Bill C-14 on April 14, 2016. (Chris Young/CP)

Six months that changed everything

The first half of 2016 opened up new doors for DWDC,
giving us a preview of the exciting next phase of our work.
At the beginning of this year, Canada’s
healthcare system entered uncharted
legal territory.
From February until June 6, critically
ill people could apply for a judge’s
permission to end their lives with the
help of a doctor, even though the criminal
law banning assisted dying remained
temporarily in place.
Suffering Canadians looking to access
aid in dying found themselves in an
unprecedented legal limbo. Final relief
was now technically available, but one

needed to jump through towering judicial
and administrative hoops to get it.
Worse still, governments and healthcare
institutions were unprepared, and in
many cases unwilling, to help patients
realize their wishes.
Though our hands were full pushing
for assisted dying laws that honour the
Supreme Court’s decision in Carter v.
Canada, we could not ignore the calls
of patients, families and healthcare
providers who needed our help then and
there. We felt we had no choice but to act.

The first half of 2016 would have played
out much differently had the Supreme
Court not agreed in January to delay
the implementation of its decision in
Carter v. Canada. The ruling, which
struck down the Criminal Code ban on
assisted dying, was originally set to come
into effect on Feb. 6, 2016. But after the
federal government requested more time,
the high court granted a four-month
extension. In the meantime, the court
allowed patients, those who couldn’t wait
until June, to apply to their respective
provincial or territorial superior courts
for access to physician-assisted dying.
Despite our disappointment about
the delay, the interim period presented
us with exciting new opportunities to
expand our reach. It propelled DWDC to
collaborate with a host of inspirational
people working to provide Canadians real
choice at end of life. Virtually overnight,
we found ourselves at the centre of an ad
hoc network of doctors, lawyers and other
advocates trying to fill in the gaps left by
public officials.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

The struggle for fair choice continues
After the disappointment that was Bill C-14, DWDC
remains steadfast in its commitment to defending
Canadians’ right to assisted dying.

human rights are respected. Let me
As your new-ish CEO, I can honestly say
explain.
that the past seven months have been
transformational for me personally and
During the 2015 federal election
for DWDC.
campaign, the Liberals issued a
During the first half of 2016, we were
policy statement heralding that a
focused on ensuring that new federal
Trudeau government would “make
legislation would be compliant with the
recommendations for a legislative
Carter decision and the
framework [for assisted dying]
Canadian Charter of Rights
that respects the Constitution, the
and Freedoms. To this end,
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
we pulled out all the stops.
and the priorities of Canadians.”
We participated in the
But by ramming Bill C-14, with
hearings of Parliament’s
its unconstitutional eligibility
Special Joint Committee
criteria, through Parliament, the
on Physician-Assisted
government broke its promise to
Dying. We commissioned
uphold Canadians’ Charter rights.
a poll probing Canadians’
That was egregious enough,
Shanaaz Gokool is
attitudes on advance
but the government appears
DWDC's CEO.
requests for assisted
to be taking its assault on the
dying. I personally
Charter a step further. In their
met with Justice Minister Jody Wilsonresponse to the plaintiffs’ initial filing in
Raybould and Health Minister Jane
Lamb v. Canada, federal lawyers argue
Philpott and with numerous MPs,
that many of the most significant findings
senators and government staffers. We
in the Carter case applied to the late
engaged thousands of our supporters
Gloria Taylor and, as a result, they either
to write impassioned letters to their
aren’t relevant in the Lamb challenge or
representatives in Parliament.
no longer hold true today. This dizzying
No stone was left unturned. It just
logic is hard to follow, but it makes one
wasn’t enough.
thing eminently clear: government brass
While we did not get the federal
don’t believe that Canadians’ should have
legislation we wanted, our combined
a right to assisted dying — at least not
voices put the government on notice. Our
one that is broader in scope than Bill C-14
criticisms of Bill C-14 are reflected in
— and want to, in effect, re-litigate Carter
Lamb v. Canada, the first court challenge
to get the result they desire.
to the new assisted dying law.
If government leaders are ultimately
successful in putting the proverbial genie
back in the bottle, who’s to say future
More than just your right to
governments couldn’t do the same with
assisted dying on the line
other rights that have been granted as the
As we prepare to rise to the new
result of a successful Charter challenge?
challenges presented to us by the passage
I don’t expect Ottawa’s current gambit to
of Bill C-14, our advocacy role continues
work, but even attempting it sets a grim
to evolve. Yes, we are standing firm in
precedent for our democracy.
our mission to ensure that Canada's
So by fighting to protect Canadians’
assisted dying laws reflect the letter and
hard-won right to assisted dying, our
the intention of the Supreme Court’s
movement finds itself on the front lines
Carter ruling. That hasn’t changed. But
of a battle for all rights that have been
our position places us at the vanguard of
derived from the Charter. Indeed, it’s a
a larger struggle, one that should concern
responsibility that all of us at DWDC take
anyone who cares about the Supreme
very seriously. We know full well what’s at
Court’s role in ensuring that Canadians’
stake, and we refuse to give up.
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Making inroads with
physicians

“My role was to serve patients and
support doctors,” she says. “What I
needed help with is getting the message
out to patients on where to get help and
 continued from page 1
to physicians on where they could get
training.”
One new ally who’s changed the face
In fact, Dr. Wiebe’s expertise, her
of our movement is Vancouver’s Dr. Ellen
experience teaching medical students and
Wiebe, the first Canadian doctor outside
her commitment to the cause made her
Quebec to perform a legal assisted death.
the perfect candidate to educate Canadian
Dr. Wiebe had reached out to
doctors on the ins and outs
Dying With Dignity Canada in
of providing assisted dying.
the fall, while she was making
On March 23, more than
preparations to include
20 doctors from across the
assisted dying as part of her
country participated in an
practice. She informed us of
online training session led by
her plans and consulted us
Dr. Wiebe and organized by
on how we could support her
Dying With Dignity Canada
efforts to raise awareness in
— likely the first session of
the media.
its kind to be held in English
But it wasn’t until the
Canada. Since then, she has
interim period that our
shared her expertise in three
Dr. Ellen Wiebe
partnership truly picked up
more webinars and delivered
steam. We worked alongside
an in-person presentation
organizations like the BC
to Ontario doctors on the
Civil Liberties Association to support
weekend of DWDC's Annual General
patients and families who wanted to
Meeting in May.
contact Dr. Wiebe. We also put her in touch
These efforts laid the groundwork for
with journalists looking to share her story,
what is now a growing peer-support
giving her a platform to communicate with network of doctors who are committed
patients and medical practitioners who
to making medical assistance in dying
were desperate for information on assisted available in their communities. In the early
dying.

days after the legalization of assisted dying,
these courageous physicians compare
notes on best practices and listen to each
other as they process the difficult emotions
that sometimes result from helping a
suffering patient end his or her own life.

Impact on our advocacy

Given the gaps that remain in the system,
the need among patients and doctors
for our support programs will persist.
However, this work will not crowd out
our advocacy efforts any time soon.
Because Bill C-14 denies rightful access
to assisted dying to those Canadians
who are grievously ill but whose deaths
are not “reasonably foreseeable,” we
must continue to fight for rules that are
constitutional and that reflect the letter
and the intention of the Supreme Court’s
decision in Carter v. Canada.
Moreover, the interim period revealed
to us just how much these two key aspects
of our work — our support services and
our advocacy efforts — complement
and inform each other, says DWDC CEO
Shanaaz Gokool.
“If our advocacy is about breaking down
barriers, then our work with Canadians
and their doctors tells us which barriers
still need to be broken down.”

Nino Sekopet, Personal Support Program return to DWDC
For Nino Sekopet, returning to Dying With
Dignity Canada “feels like coming home.”
The psychotherapist, who first joined
DWDC in 2012 as our Personal Support
Program manager, rejoined the team
in July after serving in a similar role at
End of Life Planning Canada (ELPC), an
independent charity that was established
last year.
Just as before, Nino continues to serve
as a calming, non-judgmental voice on
the phone, providing emotional support
and information to Canadians trying to
navigate their end-of-life options.
But his role is expanding in the wake
of the legalization of medical assistance
in dying. His new duties will include
building out support programming for
physicians who want to offer assisted
dying and training DWDC volunteers who
www.dyingwithdignity.ca

depth profile in Maclean’s magazine. The
are looking to provide personal support to
heightened exposure led to his invitation
individuals in their communities.
to speak in front of the MPs on the House
In the past, offering this kind of
of Commons’ Committee on
training would have been
Justice and Human Rights as
inconceivable for DWDC.
they mulled over possible
“Before, we didn’t [train
amendments to Bill C-14.
volunteers] because we
He said the feedback
would have been operating
to the article has been
in a slightly grey territory,”
overwhelmingly positive —
Nino said. “Now, the line
likely a result of the ongoing
between what is legal and
shift in the public’s attitudes
what is illegal is much clearer,
so there’s no danger of
toward death and dying.
volunteers stepping into a
“I do feel like [the
grey zone.”
discussion around] death
Nino Sekopet
Nino’s return to DWDC
and dying is becoming more
comes as Canadians are
mainstream, but there is still
becoming more familiar with
tons of work to do in order
the services he provides. In April, his
for us to really talk about death and dying
pioneering work was featured in an inas something very normal.”
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Four Pillars of Our Next Phase

The ban on physician-assisted dying may be a thing of the past, but the need to fight for
Canadians’ end-of-life rights is more pressing than ever. As part of our ongoing mission to
protect your choice, we are in the midst of an unprecedented transformation. Below is a preview
of how we’re building on past successes in order to meet the challenges of the post-Bill C-14 era.

LEGAL ADVOCACY

EMPOWERING DOCTORS

SHINING A LIGHT ON INJUSTICE

SUPPORTING PATIENTS & FAMILIES

After the June passage of Bill C-14, with its
unconstitutional eligibility criteria, many of
the battles for fair access to assisted dying
will be waged in court. Already, at least one
court challenge to the new law has been
filed, and we expect more cases to come
forward before year’s end.

If you’d told us in January that DWDC would
become a go-to organization for Canadian
doctors seeking information on medical
assistance in dying, we wouldn’t have
believed you.

Hospitals that refuse to provide referrals for
assisted dying. Physicians who won’t discuss
a full range of end-of-life options or ensure
that their patients are not abandoned. Delays
in accessing the most effective prescription
drugs.

Now more than ever, Canadians grappling
with catastrophic diagnoses need
somewhere to turn for comprehensive,
compassionate answers about their options
at end of life. That’s why we’re pleased to
announce the revival of our Personal Support
Program.

For our part, we refuse to sit on the sidelines
and let others decide the future of your
choice. We are committed to defending the
rights of Canadians in the courtroom, even
if it means expanding our advocacy into
realms that were unfamiliar to us before.
For example, we are currently laying the
groundwork for DWDC’s first-ever Legal
Advisory Committee, a small group of
skilled lawyers who will help guide our legal
advocacy moving forward.

DWDC is now a hub for physicians
committed to offering their patients
compassion and choice at end of life. With
help from our Physicians Advisory Council,
we have established a network of likeminded
doctors who can compare notes on their
experiences and offer each other emotional
support. We facilitate online seminars, led
by the inimitable Dr. Ellen Wiebe, on the
delicate ins and outs of providing medical
assistance in dying. And we field questions
from doctors and other practitioners who
have received inquiries about assisted dying
but aren’t sure how to respond.

What a difference a few months can make.

Additionally, we are planning to participate in
two court cases that could shape the future
of assisted dying in Canada. Supporting the
Lamb v. Canada challenge to Bill C-14 will
be a major objective. We also plan to act as
intervenors in two Ontario cases that could
have huge implications for individuals across
the country. (Read page 6 to learn more.)

www.dyingwithdignity.ca

With the ink barely dry on Bill C-14, we
expect that our work to support doctors who
are providing medical assistance in dying will
only grow in the months ahead.
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These are some of the barriers to access
Canadians may face in these early days after
the passage of Bill C-14. And it’s our job to
expose these flaws in the healthcare system
in the hopes of correcting them as quickly
and as responsibly as possible.

In many ways, the program will operate
much as it did before its brief stint outside
the DWDC fold. Nino Sekopet, our returning
Personal Support Program manager, still
provides information and emotional support
with the utmost sensitivity and discretion. In
addition, he, along with his roster of trusted
volunteers, will continue their work to inform
Canadians about the importance of advance
care planning.

Our work as a watchdog has us on the
lookout for abuses of your rights. We rely
heavily on the insights of our chapters
and volunteers, who have their ears to
the ground where they live. They also
play an important role in educating their
communities about the legal options that
each of us has when planning for end of life.

What’s changing, though, are the needs and
experiences of the individuals we serve. After
the passage of Bill C-14, Canadians looking
to access assisted dying have begun coming
to us for information on how to navigate the
system. (In some cases, we are able to serve
as a conduit between a patient who wants
final relief and a doctor who is willing to
provide it.) These interactions are incredibly
rewarding, and they ground us in all of the
work that we do.

Raising our voice in the media is another key
component of our patient rights advocacy.
Whether we’re speaking out on a case of a
family whose rights have been ignored or
pointing out the gaps left by Bill C-14, our
interventions in the media send the following
signal: we are watching.

www.dyingwithdignity.ca
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LEGAL BRIEFS

CHAPTER PROFILE

Compassion and choice on the docket

Leaping into action, leading by example

We take a look at two recently launched constitutional challenges that could shape the
future of assisted dying in Canada.

Mere months after it formed, DWDC’s Victoria chapter is
already a prominent voice in the national conversation on
medical assistance in dying.

Christian Medical and Dental
Society of Canada, et al. v.
College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario
What: In June, the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) passed its
updated guidelines on medical assistance
in dying. The new rules require doctors
who oppose assisted dying to refer
patients who request it to a non-objecting
provider or agency. A group of Christian
doctors is challenging the CPSO’s human
rights and assisted dying referral policies,
arguing that they violate physicians’ right
to freedom of religion.
Who: The applicants in the case include
the Christian Medical and Dental Society
of Canada, the Canadian Federation
of Catholic Physicians’ Societies, and
Canadian Physicians for Life — groups

Lamb v. Canada
What: Lamb v. Canada is the first court
case to explicitly challenge Bill C-14’s
unconstitutional eligibility criteria.
By limiting access to assisted dying to
only those Canadians whose deaths are
reasonably foreseeable, the plaintiffs
argue, the new assisted dying law
forces grievously ill individuals to suffer
intolerably against their will. In addition,
Bill C-14 discriminates against Canadians
on the basis of their diagnoses, and as a
result, violates Section 15 of the Charter.

Who: The lead plaintiffs are Julia Lamb,
a 25-year-old BC woman who is afflicted
with a degenerative condition called
spinal muscular atrophy, and the BC
Civil Liberties Association, the group
of lawyers that spearheaded the case
that led to the Supreme Court’s Carter v.
Canada decision. The federal government
www.dyingwithdignity.ca

that have been vocal in their opposition to
assisted dying. The CPSO, which regulates
the practice of medicine in Ontario, has
said that it plans to mount a vigorous
defence of its referral policies.
DWDC’s take: We believe the CPSO’s
policy on effective referral represents
an appropriate reconciliation of doctors’
right to conscientious objection and
patients’ right to care. Physicians do
have a right to conscientious refusal,
but it must not prevent desperately ill
Canadians from exercising their right to
assistance in dying. To do so would be
akin to patient abandonment.
Our next steps: We will apply to be
intervenors in this case, which could
have massive implications for access to
medical assistance in dying, especially
for residents of small towns and rural
communities.

The CPSO has said it will fight a legal
challenge to its policy on effective
referral. (Cory Ruf)

is the defendant in the case. The
government’s response to the plaintiffs’
notice of claim suggests that Ottawa is
preparing to devote significant resources
to defending its unconstitutional assisted
dying law.

DWDC’s take: We enthusiastically
support the plaintiffs in the Lamb v.
Canada case. As we have repeatedly
stated since it was tabled in Parliament
in April, Bill C-14 violates the Charter and
fails to meet the minimum standard for
access laid out in the Supreme Court’s
Carter ruling. Countless luminaries in the
legal profession, including constitutional
scholar Peter Hogg and the Canadian Bar
Association, support our position.
Our next steps: We hope to act as
intervenors in Lamb v. Canada, either at
the trial level or at a higher court, should
the case go to appeal.
6

BC’s Julia Lamb is challenging Bill
C-14’s unconstitutional eligibility
criteria. (Emilie Kernohan)
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story and gaining the ear of key MPs
and senators. She produced several
videos, in part as a tribute to her parents
and grandmother, who died in terrible
suffering. We find it so powerful when
our own supporters are able to speak out
about their very personal experiences
with dying.

The timing was perfect.
25, and Ellen spoke on behalf of our new
It was December 17, 2015 when former
chapter at Murray’s packed Town Hall
Dying With Dignity Canada CEO Wanda
meeting on March 5.
Where next?
Morris met with Ellen Agger, Jeffrey
Meanwhile, we welcomed an addition
On June 17, 2016, Bill C-14, the federal
Brooks and John Priddle to talk about
to our chapter leadership group: Adrian
government’s assisted dying law,
forming a Victoria chapter of DWDC. Each
Fine, a retired nephrologist and member
received royal assent. It is not the bill
of us had solid experience with the issue:
of DWDC’s Physicians Advisory Council. A
we wanted, but it is the law we have. We
Ellen, a decades-long DWDC member, had
core group evolved to discuss the everdo not believe it is constitutional and
been an active organizer with the Nova
changing status of federal legislation and
don’t think it satisfies the decision in
Scotia chapter; Jeffrey, who made oral and
what our chapter needed to do to ensure
Carter v. Canada. The BC Civil Liberties
written presentations to Quebec’s Special
that any new laws be as good as possible.
Association, the legal organization that
Committee on Medical Aid in Dying in
We expanded our outreach to all DWDC
spearheaded the Carter
2010, had been a palliative
case, has already launched
care volunteer in Montreal
a new challenge in order to,
before moving to Victoria,
in effect, “get Carter back.”
where he continues this
Our chapter focus is now
work; and John was,
changing. Bill C-14 affords
and continues to be, an
access to terminally ill
active member of DWDC’s
patients who are suffering
Disability Advisory Council.
intolerably. Now, our
We clicked and decided
task is to ensure medical
to invite the 300-plus
assistance in dying (MAID)
local DWDC supporters
is available in practice. We
to a meeting in order to
will work to ensure that
gauge interest in a Victoria
patients are aware of their
chapter. The response was
new rights, that they have
overwhelming: on January
timely and smooth access
17, 2016, 57 people
to information about
came to our inaugural
From left to right: DWDC Victoria chapter leaders Dr. Adrian Fine,
MAID and to MAID itself,
information session at the
Jeffrey Brooks, John Priddle and Ellen Agger
and that institutions have
central library.
systems and trained staff
At that time, the national
in place to provide MAID
debate over creating a new assisted dying
supporters on Vancouver Island and the
with the least difficulty to the patient.
law was very dynamic. The Supreme
Gulf Islands, and our numbers have since
To do this, we are working with local
Court had decided that week to delay the
swelled to a total of more than 1,500
physicians offering MAID to support them
implementation of the Carter decision
people.
in any way we can, meeting with Island
by four months, giving the Trudeau
We were amazed at the efforts our
Health and gathering information about
government additional time to prepare
chapter put into advocating for patientwhere barriers to access exist.
new legislation. So, at that first meeting,
centred legislation. Our supporters
We remain thrilled to be the Victoria
we provided updates about the latest
wrote countless letters to the editor and
presence of DWDC and will continue to
news and had a lively discussion about
op-ed articles; we did print and radio
do our best as new challenges appear. Yes,
various options and possible outcomes.
interviews; and we met with MLAs and
the times are a-changing!
Our chapter, now one of DWDC’s largest
MPs. As the local voice representing
—Ellen Agger and Jeffrey Brooks
and most active, was off and running.
an increasingly influential national
In February, we were captivated by the
organization, we became the go-to group
daily hearings of Parliament’s Special
in Victoria on this issue.
To learn more about
Joint Committee on Physician-Assisted
As the debate over assisted dying
our chapter, go to
Dying. Co-Vice Chair and Victoria MP
legislation progressed, our individual
Dyingwithdignity.ca/victoria_
Murray Rankin became an important ally
voices were heard over and over. One
chapter and Facebook.com/
for good legislation. We anxiously awaited
volunteer, Laura Phelps, spoke eloquently
dyingwithdignityvictoria.
their report, which came out on February
and publicly, sharing her family’s personal

www.dyingwithdignity.ca
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MAKING THE COMMITMENT

More than just a voice on the line
After speaking on the phone with hundreds of Dying With
Dignity Canada donors, Kelsey Nash became one herself.

Kelsey.
“Kelsey is like an extension of our
team, but she rarely gets any recognition,
particularly in an official way,” says Laura
Satin Levin, DWDC’s fund development
coordinator. “It’s amazing to see someone
who has gone above and beyond — not
only recruiting hundreds of new monthly
donors for us, but supporting our cause in
a very personal and genuine way.
“We are extremely lucky to be able to
work with Kelsey and the other members
of her team.”

This April, Toronto’s Kelsey Nash put her
that informed her perspective was the
money where her mouth is in a very big
passing of her grandfather in 2001, when
way.
Kelsey was 13 years old. She says he died
As an employee of the fundraising
about two months after being diagnosed
agency Public Outreach, she had already
with a “very aggressive” form of cancer.
spent hundreds of hours talking on the
“He just disintegrated,” Kelsey says. “By
phone with supporters of Dying With
the time he ended up in the hospital, he
Dignity Canada, hearing their stories and
had maybe a week or
asking them to sign up for our Defenders
two left.”
of Dignity monthly giving program. But
However, her family
she wasn’t satisfied with just asking
took solace in having
others to contribute to the long-term
a kind of real-life
sustainability of our organization; she felt
guardian angel in their
compelled to chip in, too.
corner: a doctor who
At 28, Kelsey is one of our youngest
took it upon himself
monthly donors and perhaps the person
to ensure Kelsey’s
with the broadest firsthand knowledge
grandfather could die
of what motivates DWDC supporters to
in as much comfort as
get behind the cause. She estimates that,
possible. “This happens
since last October, she’s spoken with more
to people all the time,
than 1,000 people on our contact list and
but they don’t get the
says fundraising for DWDC is among the
same courtesy that this
most rewarding work she’s done in her
physician showed my
four years at Public Outreach.
family,” she recalls. “I’d
“I‘ve never worked for another
say it was the first time I
organization where the supporters are
realized the importance
so emotionally invested in the cause,”
of having a more
Kelsey says. “They’re very engaged, and in
compassionate approach
general, pretty fired up. They’re very, very
toward death.”
Kelsey Nash talks with DWDC donors as part of her job at
passionate people when it comes to this
Since then, Kelsey has
the fundraising agency Public Outreach.
issue and others as well.”
had frank discussions with
In her hours on the phone with
her family about end-of-life
By participating in our Defenders of
DWDC supporters, Kelsey often finds
choices and considers herself a longtime
Dignity program, Kelsey and our other
herself enmeshed in deep, revealing
supporter of the legalization of medical
monthly donors provide us with a stable,
discussions about
assistance in dying.
predictable stream of funding, helping
death and dying.
“Body autonomy is
us to respond in times of crisis and more
“It’s emotionally
something I’m very
'Body autonomy is
effectively plan for the future.
taxing,” she admits.
passionate about,”
For her part, Kelsey is quick to
something I’m very
“I have shockingly
she says. “It’s
downplay
the significance of her financial
pragmatic
the
most
basic
of
passionate about.
contribution. “It was a small token that
conversations
human rights.”
It’s the most basic of
I could give to try to further things,” she
with people about
Dying With
says.
human rights.'
their own death.
Dignity Canada
“That’s what it came down to for me.”
Sometimes it
hired Public
catches me off
Outreach last fall
guard, but it’s great to be able to have a
to run a tele-fundraising campaign aimed
To sign up to make a monthly
personal, human moment with someone.”
at bolstering our Defenders of Dignity
contribution to Dying With
Though still in her 20s, Kelsey has
program. Since the campaign launched
Dignity Canada, go to
thought extensively about issues
in late October, our list of active monthly
surrounding death, and relates her own
donors has grown from about 75 people
Dyingwithdignity.ca/monthly
observations to those of the people who
to more than 500 — due in no small part
or call our Toronto office
pick up the phone. An early experience
to passionate, knowledgeable callers like
toll-free at 1-800-495-6156.
www.dyingwithdignity.ca
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